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1. Introduction and Summary of Simulation Results
1.1 Introduction and Summary
A variation of Minimum Variance Distortionless Response (MVDR) based Match Field
Processing (MFP) referred to as Semi-coherent MVDR MFP has been developed; Initial simula
tion results presented here indicate that Semi-coherent MVDR MFP is both relatively robust to
mismatch, with respect to relative amplitudes and phases amongst multipath arrivals in an iso
velocity ocean, and comparable in performance to Full-coherent MVDR MFP under no
mismatch conditions. Full-coherent MVDR MFP assumes complete and perfect characterization
of the underwater propagation channel and is extremely sensitive to mismatch between assumed
model parameters and actual environmental parameters. Three main conclusions may be drawn
from the simulation results and deduced by analysis as well:
•

Full-coherent MVDR MFP is extremely sensitive to mismatch. A 2 m error in the assumed
ocean depth caused between a 15 and 25 dB drop in the peak of the Full-coherent MVDR
MFP ambiguity surface at the true source location relative to that obtained in the no
mismatch case.

•

The performance of the "Incoherent" MVDR MFP scheme proposed by Krolik et. al. [1] is
substantially degraded relative to that of Full-coherent MVDR MFP in the no mismatch
case. The peak of the "Incoherent" MVDR MFP ambiguity surface with no mismatch was
between 10 and 15 dB less than that of the corresponding Full-coherent MVDR MFP ambi
guity surface.

«

The performance of Semi-coherent MVDR MFP is both relatively robust to mismatch, with
respect to error in the assumed ocean depth, and comparable in performance to Fullcoherent MVDR MFP under no mismatch conditions.

The three versions of MVDR MFP, Full-coherent, "Incoherent", and Semi-Coherent, are
described in detail in Sections 2 and 3 of this report.
The test scenarios were simulated on a Sun SPARC2 employing the PRO-MATLAB
software package. The MATLAB code which generated the simulated data and the MATLAB
code implementation of the three versions of MVDR MFP, Full-coherent, "Incoherent", and
Semi-Coherent, will be supplied to NOSC.
It should be noted that "Incoherent" MVDR MFP was made aware to us after the develop
ment of Semi-coherent MVDR MFP. The development of "Incoherent" MVDR MFP was an
important contribution and has had an impact on the development and testing of Semi-coherent
MVDR MFP. Insights provided by Krolik et. al. [1] in the development of "Incoherent" MVDR
MFP helped to refine Semi-coherent MVDR MFP to achieved improved performance. Particu
larly noteworthy is the idea of dividing by the norm of the corresponding MVDR weight vector
at each grid point in generating the ambiguity surface so as to normalize the beamformer output
noise power [I]. In addition, the ocean, array, and source scenario simulated by KroIik et. al. in
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comparing the performance of "Incoherent" MVDR MFP scheme with that of Full-coherent
MVDR MFP in [1] served as a reference point for examining the performance of Semi-Coherent
MVDR MFP and comparing it with that of the former two algorithms.

1.2. Model Parameters for Ocean, Array, and Source in Simulation Scenario
The ocean environment employed in the simulations is characterized in Figure 2. In this
model, an iso-velocity ocean is assumed with a sound speed of 1500 m/s and a nominal depth of
4500 m. The receiving array is composed of 30 sensors equi-spaced by a half-wavelength (7.5
m) at the source frequency, 100 Hz; the array center is situated at a depth of 100 m. A single
source is located at a range of 20 Km, a depth of 1200 m, and an azimuthal bearing of 45°; it is
assumed that there are 11 significant ray paths between source and array. In addition, the wavefront associated with each multipath arrival is modeled as being planar across the face of the
array. Finally, the noise was modeled as being independent from sensor to sensor and of equal
power. Although the assumptions of iso-velocity ocean, 11 significant ray paths, planewave
arrivals for each multipath, spatially white noise, etc., represent an extremely idealized ocean
environment, this simulation scenario nevertheless serves to illustrate fundamental aspects of
each of the three versions of MVDR MFP without getting lost in modeling issues. Again, this is
the same basic simulation scenario employed by Krolik et. al. in [I]. However, in addition to
simulations involving equal strength multipath arrivals and a horizontal array configuration as in
the specific scenario examined by Krolik et. al. [1], we have also conducted simulations involv
ing attenuated multipath arrivals and/or a vertical array configuration.
For the equal strength case, the 11 multipath signals were 100% correlated and each had an
SNR of 0 dB per sensor. For the attenuated case, the 11 multipath signals were pairwise 95%
correlated and each was attenuated in accordance with three factors. First, there was an attenua
tion proportional to path length with the constant of proportionality for 100 Hz determined from
Burdic [14] (page 141). Second, there was a loss incurred at each bottom bounce based on a
piecewise linear fit to a mean loss versus grazing angle curve given by Urick [15] (page 142) for
the ease o f 100 Hz operation; losses incurred at top bounces were assumed to be negligible (see
Urick [15], pg. 142). Finally, the attenuation model incorporated a cylindrical spreading factor.
Of these three attenuation factors, the bottom loss term was by far the most dominant. Note that
in the attenuated case, the amplitude of each multipath arrival was scaled so that the sum of the
square-amplitude of each multipath arrival was the same as that for the equal strength arrivals
case.

1.3. Cumulative Results from Different Test Scenarios
The barchart in Figure I compares the performance of the Full-coherent, "Incoherent”, and
Semi-coherent versions of MVDR MFP for various combinations of horizontal(Hr)/vertical(Vt)
array configuration, 0m/2m error in assumed ocean depth, and equal-strength(Eq)/attenuated(At)
multipath arrivals. Note that Krolik et. al. [1] only simulated the case of equal strength multipath
arrivals and a horizontal array configuration. The height of each bar in the chart is the height of
the peak at the true source location for the ambiguity surface generated by the corresponding
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form in either (3.19), (3.20), or (3.21). In each case, the ambiguity surface was plotted as a func
tion of range and depth; for the horizontal case, the ambiguity surface was generated with the
azimuth bearing fixed at the true source bearing of 45°. Note that the location of center of the
array was the same for both the horizontal and vertical array configurations. Peak heights are in
units of dB and are relative to the lowest point on the surface being 0 dB. These values are listed
in Table I below as well. In each case, the same sample covariance matrix formed from 250
snapshots was used for each of the three versions of MVDR MFP. An asterisk in Table I
denotes a case where the largest value of the ambiguity surface did not occur at the true source
location.

M VDRbasedM FP

Sample Covariances —250 snapshots

Peak height at source location
11 multipath arrivals in noise

Full
Coherent
(dB)

"Incoherent"
(Krolik et al ’89)
(dB)

Semi-Coherent
(Zoltowski/Kautz)
(dB)

27.9

17.8

20.6

20.0

21.0

equal

no mismatch

Horizontal

strength**

mismatch

Array

path

no mismatch

28.2

13.0*

22.7

attenuation

mismatch

14.8*

19.2*

23.4*

equal

no mismatch

26.3

16.3

25.7

Vertical

strength

mismatch

Array

path

no mismatch

25.3

9.7

24.9

attenuation

mismatch

10.2

16.4

23.7

3.0*

1.8*

19.1

:

22.7

Table I. Numerical height of bars in bar chart of Figure I for the case of sample covariances. A
single asterisk indicates that largest value of ambiguity surface did not occur at true source loca
tion. Double asterisk designates array configuration and relative multipath strengths case simu
lated by Krolik et. al.

1. 4, Main Results
In the simulations, mismatch was created by raising the ocean floor by 2 m from 4500 m to
4498 m without a corresponding adjustment in the a-priori knowledge assumed by each of the
three versions of MVDR MFP. That is, in the mismatch case each version of MVDR MFP
Operated under the assumption that the ocean depth was 4500 m when it was in fact 4498 m.
This is the same mismatch scenario utilized by Krolik et. al. in their simulations [I]. The follow
ing three major observations are inferred from the results presented in Figure I and Table I :
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•

First, Full-coherent MVDR MFP is extremely sensitive to mismatch — compare the first
two bars Of each of the four bar chart groups. For either array configuration in the equal
strength arrival case, mismatch caused the peak of the Full-coherent MVDR MFP ambi
guity surface at the true source location to drop by around 25 dB relative to that obtained in
the no mismatch or perfect match case. The corresponding drop in the attenuated case for
either array configuration is not as great, around 15 dB.

•

Second, the performance of "Incoherent" MVDR MFP in the no mismatch case is substan
tially degraded relative to that of Full-coherent MVDR MFP as observed by comparing the
first and third bars of each of the four bar chart groups. For either array configuration in the
equal strength arrival case, the peak of the "Incoherent" MVDR MFP ambiguity surface
with no mismatch is around 10 dB less than that of the corresponding Full-coherent MVDR
MFP ambiguity surface. The corresponding drop in the attenuated case for either array
configuration is even greater, around 15 dB. However, the performance of "Incoherent"
MVDR MFP is rather robust to mismatch as observed by comparing the third and fourth
bars of each of the four bar chart groups.

•

Third, the performance of Semi-coherent MVDR MFP is both relatively robust to mismatch
and comparable in performance to Full-coherent MVDR MFP under no mismatch condi
tions with less than a dB difference between the two in the vertical array case. The former
statement is substantiated by comparing the fifth and sixth bars of each bar chart group
while the latter statement is substantiated by comparing the first and fifth bars of the last
two bar chart groups. In the horizontal array case, the performance of Semi-coherent
MVDR MFP is significantly less than that of Coherent MVDR MFP but, at the same time,
always better than that of "Incoherent" MVDR MFP particularly in the attenuated arrival
case. We are currently testing a new variation of Semi-coherent MVDR MFP that is
expected to yield better results in the horizontal array case; initial simulations indicate this
to be the case.

We now expand on and provide an explanation of each of these observations and/or phenomena.

1.5. Discussion of Main Results for Full-coherent and "Incoherent1” MVDR
MFP
In the case of a simple iso-velocity ocean model, a source location is characterized by the
arrival angles; and relative amplitudes and phases of the multipath signals that emanate from the
given source location. Thus, any change in the performance of a particular matched field pro
cessing scheme when the ocean floor is raised by 2 m must be due to either an attendant change
in the multipath arrival angles and/or a change in the relative amplitudes and phases of the mul
tipath signals. We examine the extent of the former and latter changes.
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1.5.1 Effect of 2 m Error in Ocean Depth on Steering Vector for Each Mul
tipath
Recall that the multipath geometry is depicted in Figure 2. An important factor tp consider
is the extent of changes in the signal arrival parameters when the ocean floor is raised by 2 m.
First, note that this causes a negligible change in the conical arrival angle, measured relative to
broadside to the array, for each of the 11 multipath signals for both the horizontal and vertical
array configurations. Figure 3 depicts and lists the conical arrival angle for each of the, 11 mul
tipath signals before and after the ocean floor is raised by 2 m for the horizontal array case. Fig
ure 4 depicts and lists the same for the vertical array case. For each ray path, observe that the
change in the corresponding conical arrival angle is approximately one-hundredth of a degree.
Translated, this implies that for this scenario a 2 m error in the assumed ocean depth has a negli
gible effect on the individual (narrowband) steering vectors corresponding to each multipath
arrival,

1.5.2 Key Effect: Dramatic Change in Relative Phases of Multipath Arrivals
In contrast, the relative phases amongst the 11 multipath arrivals change dramatically when
the ocean floor is changed by 2 m. In our work here, the relative phases are referenced to the
Center of the array so that they are the same whether the array is horizontal or vertical. Recall
that the sound Velocity is 1500 m/s and the source frequency is 100 Hz corresponding to a
wavelength of 15 m; 2 m is thus a significant fraction of a wavelength. Figure 5 lists the respec
tive phase of each multipath arrival before and after the ocean floor is raised by 2 m, Figure 5(a)
is a polar plot of the phasor representation of each of the 11 multipath arrivals for the equal
strength case when the ocean floor is at a depth of 4500 m; the magnitude and angle of each pha
sor represent the normalized amplitude and phase of the corresponding multipath arrival. Figure
5(b) is the same as Figure 5(a) except that the ocean floor is at a depth of 4498 m. The change in
the phase of each arrival is due to the change in the corresponding path length from source to
array center when the ocean depth is raised by 2 m. This can be rather substantial depending on
the number of bottom (B) bounces (and/or top (T) bounces) an arrival incurs en route from
source to array. For example, the 2 m change in ocean depth causes a 34.5° change in the phase
of the single bottom bounce path B, a 122.5° change in the phase of the double bottom bounce
path BTB, and a 227.2° change in the phase of the triple bottom bounce path BTBTBT.''-

1.5.3 Mismatch Sensitivity of Full-coherent MVDR MFP
In accordance with the development in Section 3.1, Full-coherent MVDR MFP attempts to
"pass" with unity gain a signal arrival having a composite signal vector equal to a linear combi
nation of the individual signal vectors for each multipath arrival, while suppressing noise and
signals due to other sources as best as possible in an MVDR sense. The individual signal vectors
are weighted by the relative amplitudes and phases of the multipath arrivals which Full-Coherent
MVDR MFP assumes to have knowledge of for each source location. The previously observed
catastrophic loss in performance exhibited by Full-coherent MVDR MFP in the case of a 2 m
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errot in the assumed ocean depth may be attributed to the attendant changes in the relative
phases of the multipath arrivals as documented in Figure 5.
The loss in performance is not as great for the attenuated case since the arrivals whose
phases are most affected by the 2 m change in ocean depth are those which undergo the most
bottom bounces and these are the ones which are attenuated most. The relative attenuations
amongst the multipath arrivals before and after the 2 m change in ocean depth are listed in Fig
ures 6(a) and 6(b), respectively. For example, Path B suffers a single bottom bounce loss of
roughly 4 dB associated with a grazing angle of about 21°, while path BTB suffers two bottom
bounce losses of roughly 7 dB each associated with a grazing angle of about 40°. It should be
noted, however, that in all four mismatch cases it is very difficult to discern the peak in the
corresponding Full coherent MVDR MFP ambiguity surface at the true source location. This
claim is illustrated in Figures 7(b), 11(b), 14(b), and 17(b) for the horizontal/equal-strength,
horizontal/attenuated, vertical/equal-strength, and vertical/attenuated cases, respectively. In
each of these figures, note the dramatic difference with respect to the peak occurring in the ambi
guity surface plotted in part (a), corresponding to the no mismatch case, and that occurring in the
ambiguity surface plotted in part (b), corresponding to the mismatch case. In three out of the
four mismatch cases, the largest value of the corresponding Full-coherent MVDR MFP ambi
guity surface did not occur at the true source location.

1.5.4 Dependence of ’'Incoherent" MVDR MFP on Relative Phases of Mul
tipath Arrivals
In contrast to Full-coherent MVDR MFP and in accordance with the development in Sec
tion 3.4, "Incoherent" MVDR MFP attempts to "pass" each of the multipath signal arrivals
corresponding to the same source with unity gain while suppressing noise and signals due to
other sources as best as possible in an MVDR sense. Thus, "Incoherent" MVDR MFP only
assumes knowledge of the individual steering vector for each multipath arrival corresponding to
a given source location. In our simple simulation scenario this is tantamount to knowing the
conical arrival angle for each multipath signal emanating from a given source location. As indi
cated previously, the change in these angles due to a 2 m change in ocean depth is negligible so
that the performance of "Incoherent" MVDR MFP is not degraded as indicated by the relevant
peak heights in Figure I and listed in Table I. For the horizontal/equal-strength case, this claim
is further substantiated by comparing the ambiguity surface plotted in Figure 8(a) for the no
mismatch case with that plotted in Figure 8(b) for the mismatch case. The same pattern holds
for the horizontal/attenuated, vertical/equal-strength, and vertical/attenuated cases as seen by
comparing the ambiguity surface in part (a) with that in part (b) in Figures 12, 15, and 18,
respectively. Interestingly, comparing any of these pairs of plots, it is observed that the perfor
mance of "Incoherent" MVDR MFP increased when the ocean floor was raised by 2 m.
Although this seems counter-intuitive at first, this phenomenon can be explained very simply as
discussed below.
When the assumed multipath arrival directions are equal to the actual ones, it can be shown
that the signal-only (noise-free) output of the beam formed with the "Incoherent" MVDR weight
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be strong or weak depending on the relative phases amongst the arrivals. For this particular
simulation scenario, the sum for the 4498 m ocean depth was stronger than that for the 4500 m
ocean depth. For the equal-strength case, this claim is substantiated by observing that the mag
nitude of the vector sum of phasors in Figure 5(b) is 5.72 while the same quantity for the phasors
in Figure 5(a) is 3.64. If Ad is the amplitude of the direct path signal, this implies that in the no
noise case the output of the beam formed with the "Incoherent" MVDR weight vector has an
amplitude of 5.72 Ad when the ocean depth is 4498 m while the same quantity for an ocean
depth of 4500 m is 3.64 Ad. Thus, "Incoherent" MVDR MFP is expected to yield better perfor
mance in the former case. The differential in performance is even greater in the attenuated case.
Similarly, this follows from noting that the magnitude of the vector sum o f phasors in Figure
6(b) is 4.00 while the same quantity for the phasors in Figure 6(a) is 1.62.
Summarizing at this point, although "Incoherent" MVDR MFP yields substantially reduced
sensitivity to mismatch relative to that of Full-coherent MVDR MFP, it also yields substantially
reduced performance relative to that of Full-coherent MVDR MFP in the no mismatch case.
This loss in performance was 10 dB for the case of equal strength arrivals and 15 dB for the case
of attenuated multipath arrivals. It should be noted that this substantial loss in performance of
"Incoherent" MVDR MFP relative to that of Full-coherent MVDR MFP is invariant as the SNR
increases, L e., the gap between the two does not lessen at higher SNR. We now describe Semicoherent MVDR MFP.

1.6 Discussion of Main Results for Semi-coherent MVDR MFP
1.6.1 Implementation
In contrast to "Incoherent" MVDR MFP and in accordance with the development in Section
2.1, Semi-coherent MVDR MFP does not "pass" each of the multipath Signal arrivals
corresponding to the same source with the same gain. Rather, the gain and phase response in
each multipath arrival direction is determined via a simple eigenvalue-eigenvector problem. Let
L denote the number of multipath arrivals corresponding to a given source location. The L xl
vector containing the gain and phase response for each multipath arrival direction is determined
as the eigenvector of an LxL matrix associated with the largest eigenvalue. Ultimately, with
regard to implementation, it turns out that the value of the Semi-coherent MVDR MFP ambi
guity surface for a given source location is computed as the largest eigenvalue of an LxL matrix.
This LxL matrix is constructed from the data assuming knowledge of the conical arrival angle
for each possible multipath signal corresponding to the given source location. Aside from deter
mination of the largest eigenvalue of an LxL matrix for each source location, the only other
major computation is the one-time calculation of the inverse of the sample covariance matrix.
The latter calculation is required by all three versions of MVDR MFP. An intuitive characteriza
tion of Semi-coherent MVDR MFP is provided below.
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1.6.2 A Mini-Max Approach
In Section 2.1 Semi-coherent MVDR MFP is developed as a mini-max approach to the
source localization problem. For a candidate source location, the conical arrival angle for each
possible multipath signal is determined through ray tracing as in both Full-coherent MVDR MFP
and "Incoherent" MVDR MFP. A weight vector is then constructed to minimize the average
power of the corresponding beamformer output under a constraint on the gain and phase
response in each multipath arrival direction. The gain and phase response pairs, one for each
multipath arrival direction, are jointly determined so as to maximize the average power of the
beamformer output. The method works to assign gain in a given arrival direction in proportion
to the strength of the corresponding multipath signal. In addition, the method exploits the coher
ence or high correlation amongst the multipath arrivals in order to yield an output SNR greater
than the sum of the individual SNRs of each multipath signal arrival.

1.6.3 Robustness to Mismatch of Semi-coherent MVDR MFP
Similar to "Incoherent" MVDR MFP, Semi-coherent MVDR MFP only assumes knowledge
of the individual steering vector for each multipath arrival corresponding to a given source loca
tion and, as a consequence, is relatively unaffected by a 2 m error in the assumed ocean depth.
In addition to the results presented in Figure I and Table I, this claim is substantiated by exa
mining the ambiguity surfaces plotted in Figures 9, 13, 16, and 19. For the horizontal/equalstrength case, note that the ambiguity surface plotted in Figure 9(a) for the no mismatch case is
nearly identical to that plotted in Figure 9(b) for the mismatch case. The same is true for the
horizontal/attenuated, vertical/equal-strength, and vertical/attenuated cases as seen by comparing
the corresponding ambiguity surfaces in parts (a) and (b) in each of Figures 13, 16, and 19.
Except for the vertical/equal-strength case, in each of these cases the peak height with no
mismatch differs from that with mismatch by less than a dB. This result is to be expected: when
the ocean floor is raised by 2 m giving rise to a different distribution of relative amplitudes and
phases amongst the multipath signal arrivals, the respective gains and phases of the Semicoherent MVDR beam in each of the corresponding multipath arrival directions are adjusted
accordingly. Thus, the performance of Semi-coherent MVDR MFP is relatively unaffected by
the actual values of the relative phase differences. This is in contrast to "Incoherent" MVDR
MFP for which the respective peak heights for mismatch and no mismatch differ markedly due
to the heavy dependence on the relative phase differences as discussed previously.

1.6.4 Comparable Performance Between Semi-coherent and Full-Coherent
MVDRMFP
At the same time, the simulations indicate that Semi-coherent MVDR MFP performs com
parable to Full-coherent MVDR MFP in the no mismatch case, particularly in the case of the
vertical array. For the vertical/equal-strength case, this claim is substantiated by comparing the
ambiguity surface plotted in Figure 16(a) with that plotted in Figure 14(a). The same is true for
the vertical/attenuated case as seen by comparing the ambiguity surface plotted in Figure 19(a)
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with that plotted in Figure 17(a). In each of these two cases, the respective peak heights differ
by less than a dB and the surfaces have the same overall general appearance. However, for the
horizontal/equal-strength case, the Semi-coherent MVDR MFP ambiguity surface plotted in Fig
ure 9(a) is markedly different in appearance than the Full-coherent MVDR MFP ambiguity sur
face plotted in Figure 7(a). The peak in Figure 9(a) is rather broad in the depth dimension and is
roughly 7 dB lower in height than the peak in Figure 7(a). Similar comments hold with respect
to the horizontal/attenuated case as seen by comparing the ambiguity surface plotted in Figure
13(a) with that plotted in Figure 11 (a). An explanation for this phenomenon is provided below.

■1.6.5 Performance Degradation with Horizontal Array
The degradation in the performance of Semi-coherent MVDR MFP in the horizontal array
case can be explained by examining the conical arrival angles for the 11 multipath signals listed
in Figure 3(a) (or Figure 3(b)). When grouped into pairs having the same number of bottom
bounces and differing by only one top bounce, the two respective arrival angles in each pair are
observed to differ by less than two-tenths of a degree. For example, the arrival angle for the path
BTB is 32.9° while that for the path BTBT is 32.7°. The dashed vertical lines in Figure 10(a)
mark the respective arrival angles of the 11 multipath signals in terms of u=sin0, where 0 is the
conical arrival angle, for the horizontal array/no mismatch case. Superimposed on this plot are
the respective mainlobes of each of a number of orthogonal, Fourier (i. e., planewave based)
beam patterns. Except for the dashed line to the far left corresponding to the BTBTBT path sig
nal, the arrival angles are observed to occur in pairs for which the two constituent angles differ
by a very small fraction o f a beamwidth. In addition, the TBTB and TBTBT paths signal pair
arrive within a half-beamwidth of the BTB and BTBT paths signal pair. The same is true with
respect to the TB and TBT paths signal pair and the B and BT paths signal pair.
In Section 3.5, we argue that the closer the spacing between the arrival angles of the mul
tipath signals the worst the degradation in performance of Semi-coherent MVDR MFP relative
to that of Full-coherent MVDR MFP. This has prompted the development of a new version of
Semi-coherent MVDR MFP, discussed in Section 3.5, which should ideally perform comparable
to Full-coherent MVDR MFP even when the multipath signals are very closely-spaced in arrival
angle. The computational load of the new version of Semi-coherent MVDR MFP is nearly the
same as that of the original version. We are currently conducting simulations to assess the per
formance of the version of Semi-coherent MVDR MFP.

1.7. Simulation Results Obtained with Asymptotic Covariances
The same set of simulations were conducted using the respective asymptotic form of the
covariance matrix for each of the four test case scenarios: horizontal/equal-strength,
horizontal/attenuated, vertical/equal-strength, and vertical/attenuated. Thus, for each of the
figures comprising Figures 7 through 19 (excluding Figure 10) generated with sample covari
ances averaged over 250 snapshots, there is a corresponding figure in Figures 21 through 32 gen
erated with the asymptotic form of the covariances. Note that for each corresponding pair of
figures, the two respective ambiguity surfaces are very similar for both part (a) and part (b). The
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respective peak heights for the asymptotic case are compiled in Figure 20 and Table 2. That is,
the bar chart in Figure 20 and the accompanying Table 2 are the same as the bar chart in Figure
I and the accompanying Table I, respectively, except that in the former case the results were
obtained with sample covariances averaged over 250 snapshots while in the latter case the results
were obtained with the asymptotic covariances. Note that the bar chart in Figure 20 is very simi
lar to that in Figure I . In addition, each of the peak heights listed in Table 2 is within roughly a
dB of the corresponding peak height listed in Table I.
The simulations were rerun using the asymptotic form of the covariances for two primary
reasons. First, given that the results obtained with asymptotic covariances are essentially the
same as that obtained with sample covariances averaged over 250 snapshots, this exercise served
to verify that the previous observations made in comparing the Full-coherent, "Incoherent", and
Semi-coherent versions of MVDR MFP were not due to finite averaging effects. Second, this
exercise serves to validate expressions developed in Section 3 for the output SNR of each of the
three versions of MVDR MFP derived based on the asymptotic form of the covariance matrix in
(3.4). Finally, employing asymptotic covariances we empirically determine a bound on the best
each method can do in the given test scenario.
Asymptotic Covariances

M VDRbasedM FP
Peak height at source location
11 multipath arrivals in noise

Coherent
(conventional)
(dB)

Incoherent
(Krolik et al’89)
(dB)

Semi-Coherent
(Zoltowski/Kautz)
(dB)

27.0

16.5

19.1

18.9

19.9

equal

no mismatch

Horizontal

strength**

mismatch

Array

path

no mismatch

27.2

12.6

21.9

attenuation

mismatch

14.2*

19.1

23.6

equal

no mismatch

24.9

15.5

24.5

Vertical

strength

mismatch

18.7

22.3

Array

path

no mismatch

9.5

24.3

attenuation

mismatch

16.1

23.3

2.7*

1.0*
24.5
10.1*

Table 2. Numerical height of bars in bar chart of Figure 20 for the case of asymptotic covari
ances. A single asterisk indicates that largest value of ambiguity surface did not occur at true
source location. Double asterisk designates array configuration and relative multipath strengths
case simulated by Krolik et. al.
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1.8. Figures.

Mismatch Sensitivity of MVDR MFR
Full Coherent, Incoherent and Sefni-Coherent
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Figure I. Comparison of ambiguity surface peak value at true source location for each of the full
coherent, incoherent, and semi-coherent versions of MVDR based matched field processing for
various combinations of horizontal(Hr)/vertical(Vt) array configuration, 0m/2m difference in
assumed ocean depth, and equal-strength(Eq)/attenuated(At) multipath arrivals. Peak heights are
in units of dB and are relative to the lowest point on the surface being 0 dB. In each case, the
sample covariance matrix was formed from 250 snapshots.
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Figure 10(a)).
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loir Simulatipn scenario described in Figure 2 with array configured horizontally and equal
strength (SNR = 0 dB) arrivals. Sample covariances were averaged over 250 snapshots.
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Figure 8. Ambiguity surface obtained via incoherent MVDR based matched field processing of
Krolik et al (’89) for simulation scenario described in Figure 2 with array configured horizontally
and equal strength (SNR = 0 dB) arrivals. Sample covariances were averaged over 250
snapshots.
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Figure 9. Ambiguity surface obtained via semi-coherent MVDR based matched field processing
of Zoltowski & Kautz for simulation scenario described in Figure 2 with array configured hor
izontally and equal strength (SNR = 0 dB) arrivals. Sample covariances were averaged over 250
snapshots.
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Figure 10. Linear plot of conical angles of arrival for each of 11 multipaths. Dashed lines mark
arrival directions. Superimposed are orthogonal Fourier beams to provide a rough measure of the
inter-arrival angular spacings in units of beamwidth. Note for horizontal array the inter-arrival
spacing for each of five arrival pairs is less than a tenth of a beamwidth.
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Figure I I i Ambiguity surface obtained via Full-coherent MVDR based matched field processing
fdf simulation scenario described in Figure 2 with array configured horizontally and attenuated
multipath arrivals. Sample covariances were averaged over 250 snapshots.
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Figure 12. Ambiguity surface obtained via "Incoherent" MVDR based matched field processing
of Krolik et al (’89) for simulation scenario described in Figure 2 with array configured horizon
tally and attenuated multipath arrivals. Sample covariances were averaged over 250 snapshots.
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Figure 13. Ambiguity surface obtained via Semi-coherent MVDR based matched field process
ing of Zoltowsld & Kautz for simulation scenario described in Figure 2 with array configured
horizontally and attenuated multipath arrivals. Sample covariances were averaged over 250
snapshots.
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Figure 14. Ambiguity surface obtained via Full-coherent MVDR based matched field processing
for simulation scenario described in Figure 2 with array configured vertically and equal strength
(SNR = 0 dB) arrivals. Sample covariances were averaged over 250 snapshots.
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Figure 15. ^nihiguity surface obtained via ’Incoherent" MVDR based matched field processing
of Krolik et al (’89) for simulation scenario described in Figure 2 With array configured vertically
and equal strength (SNR = 0 dB) arrivals. Sample covariances were averaged over 250
snapshots.
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Figure 16. Ambiguity surface obtained via Semi-coherent MVDR based matched field process
ing of Zoltowski & Kautz for simulation scenario described in Figure 2 with array configured
vertically and equal strength (SNR = 0 dB) arrivals. Sample covariances were averaged over 250
snapshots.
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Figure 17. Ambiguity surface obtained via Full-coherent MVDR based matched field processing
for simulation scenario described in Figure 2 with array configured vertically and attenuated mul
tipath arrivals. Sample covariances were averaged over 250 snapshots.
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Figure 18. Ambiguity surface obtained via "Incoherent" MVDR based matched field processing
of Krolik et al (’89) for simulation scenario described in Figure 2 with array configured vertically
and attenuated multipath arrivals. Sample covariances were averaged over 250 snapshots.
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Figure 19, Ambiguity surface obtained via Semi-coherent MVDR based matched field process
ing of Zoltowski & Kautz for simulation Scenario described in Figure 2 with array configured
vertically and attenuated multipath arrivals. Sample covariances were averaged over 250
snapshots.
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Figure 20, Comparison of ambiguity surface peak value at true source location for each of the
Full-coherent, "Incoherent", and Semi-coherent versions of MVDR based matched field process
ing for various combinations of horizontal(Hr)/vertical(Vt) array configuration, OmJlm difference
in assumed ocean depth, and equal-strength(Eq)/attenuated(At) multipath arrivals. Peak heights
are in units of dB and are relative to the lowest point on the surface being 0 dB, In each case, the
asymptotic form of the covariances were used in generating the respective ambiguity surface.
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Pigtire 21. Ambiguity surface obtained via Full-coherent MVDR based matched field processing
for simulation scenario described in Figure 2 with array configured horizontally and equal
Strength (SNR = 0 dB) arrivals. The asymptotic form of the covariances were used in generating
the ambiguity surface.
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Figure 22. Ambiguity surface obtained via "Incoherent" MVDR based matched field processing
of Krolik et al (’89) for simulation scenario described in Figure 2 with array configured horizon
tally and equal strength (SNR = 0 dB) arrivals. The asymptotic form of the covariances were
used in generating the ambiguity surface.
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Figure 23. Ambiguity surface obtained via Semi-coherent MVDR based matched field process
ing of Zoltowski & Kautz for simulation scenario described in Figure 2 with array configured
horizontally and equal strength (SNR = 0 dB) arrivals. The asymptotic form of the covariances
were used in generating the ambiguity surface.
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Figure 24. Ambiguity surface obtained via Full-coherent MVDR based matched field processing
for simulation scenario described in Figure 2 with array configured horizontally and attenuated
multipath arrivals. The asymptotic form of the covariances were used in generating the ambi
guity surface.
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Figure 25. Anibiguity surface obtained via "Incoherent" MVDR based matched field processing
of Krolik et al (’89) for simulation scenario described in Figure 2 with array configured horizon
tally and attenuated multipath arrivals. The asymptotic form of the covariances were used in
generating the ambiguity surface.
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Figure 26. Ambiguity surface obtained via Semi-coherent MVDR based matched field process
ing of Zoltowski & Kautz for simulation scenario described in Figure 2 with array configured
horizontally and attenuated multipath arrivals. The asymptotic form of the covariances were
used in generating the ambiguity surface.
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Figure 27. Ambiguity surface obtained via Full-coherent M VPR based matched field processing
for simulation scenario described in Figure 2 with array configured vertically and equal strength
(SNR = 0 dB) arrivals. The asymptotic form of the covariances were used m generating the
ambiguity surface.
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Figure 28. Ambiguity surface obtained via / ’Incoherent" MVDR based matched field processing
of Krolik et al (’89) for simulation scenario described in Figure 2 with array configured vertically
and equal strength (SNR = 0 dB) arrivals. The asymptotic form of the covariances were used in
generating the ambiguity surface,
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Figure 29. Ambiguity surface obtained via Semi-coherent MVDR based matched field process
ing of Zoltowski & Kautz for simulation scenario described in Figure 2 with array configured
vertically and equal strength (SNR = 0 dB) arrivals. The asymptotic form of the covariances
were psed in generating the ambiguity surface.
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Figure 30. Ambiguity surface obtained via Full-coherent MVDR based matched field processing
for simulation scenario described in Figure 2 with array configured vertically and attenuated mul
tipath arrivals. The asymptotic form of the covariances were used in generating the ambiguity
surface.
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Figure 31. Ambiguity surface obtained via "Incoherent" MVDR based matched field processing
of Krolik et al (’89) for simulation scenario described in Figure 2 with array configured vertically
and; attenuated multipath arrivals. The asymptotic form of the covariances were used in generat
ing the ambiguity surface.
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2. Semi-coherent M VDR Matched Field Processing:
Development and Asymptotic Performance Analysis
2,1 Semi-coherent MVDR Matched Field Processing: Development
Consider a candidate source location (i, e., a point on a grid) designated by the position
v ecto r?= ( R , 0 , z) with respect to a cylindrical coordinate system centered at some reference
point in the array. Through acoustic ray tracing, we determine the respective receiving angles of
each ray path between the candidate source location and the reference point in the array. Let L
denote the number of ray paths for which modeling dictates the corresponding amplitude is not
negligible. In the case of a linear array, we denote the L xl vector composed of the L conical
arrival angles as

0,

i. e.,

0 = (0i ,

02

, • * • , 0 l )>

where

0j

is the conical arrival angle associated

with the i-th ray path, i=l,...,L, determined through ray tracing. In the case of a more general
array configuration, each component of 0 is a pair of angles, the azimuth and elevation angles of
the wavefront associated with the i-th ray path, i=l,...,L. For the sake of simplicity, we will res
trict our attention to the case of a linear array and employ the center of the array aperture as our
reference point for the remainder of the development.
With further modeling, we could determine the relative amplitudes and phases amongst the
L multipath arrivals. However, the the relative phases of the multipath arrivals can change
dramatically with small changes in the ocean parameters, a change in the ocean depth, for exam
ple. As a step towards developing a robust procedure, we will not assume knowledge of the rela
tive amplitudes and phases of the multipath arrivals for any source location. Rather, we will
only assume knowledge of the conical arrival angle for the i-th ray path at some reference point
in the array and the corresponding steering vector which we will denote as aj, i=l,...,L.
Semi-coherent MVDR MFP is developed as a mini-max approach to the source localization
problem. A weight vector is constructed to minimize the average power of the corresponding
beamformer output under a constraint on the gain and phase response in each of the L multipath
arrival directions. The gain and phase response pairs, one for each multipath arrival direction,

are jointly determined so as to maximize the average power of the beamfprmer output. The
minimization stage may be mathematically posed as the following constrained optimization
problem:
Minimize E{ IwH(? )x (n ) |2 } = w H( r ) R xxw ( r )
w(r)
subject to:

w”C?)ai = 8*

(2 . 1)

i= l,...,L

where the magnitude and phase of 8 j represents the gain and phase response, respectively, in the
i-th

multipath

arrival

direction.

Let

8 = [8 1 , 8 2 , • •

, 8 l ]T,

an

Lxl

vector,

and

A(0) = [aj , a 2 , • • • , a jJ , an NxL matrix, where N is the number of sensors comprising the
array. We will refer to A(O) as the steering matrix. With these definitions, we may alternatively
express the constrained optimization problem in (2 . 1) as
Minimize W11(I^)Rxxw (? )

(2.2)

W(f)

subject to:

AH(0)w("?) = 8
H

In a Hilbert space with inner product defined as <x , y> = y RxxX, the solution to (2.2) is simply
the minimum norm solution to the underdetermined system of equations Ah(0)w ( t ) = 8 , where
we have assumed the number of multipath arrivals to be less than the number of sensors. The
minimum norm solution is simply
-1

wC?) = R xxA(O) A" (0)Rxi A(O)

S

(2.3)

The beamfprmer output power with this set of weights is obtained by substituting (2.3) into the
objective function in (2.2). This yields, after some algebraic manipulation, a functional form for
the ambiguity surface which depends on 0 and 8 :
^Scmi ("? >8)

8 " [Ah(O)RxIA(O)

(2.4)

where !^represents the position vector of a particular source location on the grid. In accordance
with previous discussion on ray tracing, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the grid
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In accordance with the mini-max approach discussed above, 8 is determined as that which
maximizes the right hand side of (2.4). Without any constraint on 8, the solution is to take each
component of 8 equal to infinity. In the single constraint MVDR problem, the constraint value is
typically taken to be unity in accordance with the concept of passing the desired signal without
distortion, i. e., "distortionless." In the multiply-constrained case under study here, we consider
constraining the length of 8 to be unity. This yields the constrained maximization problem
Ssemi(^) = Maximum 8" Ja h(G)Rx] A(G) j

8

(2.5)

The solution of (2.5) is simply to take 8 to be that eigenvector of the LxL matrix

Ja "(G)Rx] A(G) j

associated with the largest eigenvalue. With 8 equal to such, SSemj(0 ) is

equal to the largest eigenvalue of Ja h(G)Rx]A(G)J

Ja h(G)Rx]A(G) j

. In turn, the largest eigenvalue of

is equal to the reciprocal of the smallest eigenvalue of Ah(G)Rx] A(0).

Thus, in Semi-coherent MVDR MFP the value of the ambiguity surface at each grid point is
computed as
SSemi( ? ) = l / ^ i „ { A H(0)R^A (0)}
H

i

, ■
H

(2.6)

i

where XmJn {A (G)Rx]A(G)) denotes the smallest eigenvalue of A (G)Rx] A(0). We next exam
ine the value of SscmiC?) with"?equal to the position vector of a source in the asymptotic case
when there is an interferer present in addition to receiver generated noise. We first model die
asymptotic form of the covariance matrix in such a scenario.

2.2 Asymptotic Covariance Matrix Model
For the sake of simplicity, we will consider the case of a single interfering source, i. e., one
source in addition to the desired source. However, it should be noted that the results developed
within this section easily generalize for the case of an arbitrary number of interferes (assuming
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asymptotic form of the covariance matrix, we will assume a rank one model for both the source
and the interferer. This assumes that the multipath signals associated with the desired source are
100% correlated as are the multipath signals associated with the interfering source. Again, the
results easily generalize for the case of a multi-rank signal for the source and/or the interferer.
We further make the practical assumptions that the interferer is uncorrelated with the desired
source and that the receiver generated noise is of relatively low power with respect to the
strength of either the desired source and the interfering source. For the sake of simplicity, we
will assume the noise to spatially white with a power of o f at each sensor element.
Let rs and

denote the position vector and corresponding set of multipath arrival angles,

respectively, for the desired source. Let r^ and Gj denote the corresponding quantities for the
interfering source. Further, let Os denote the sum of the square of the amplitude of each of mul
tipath arrival associated with the desired source. Os is referred to as the incoherently summed
power. Let o f denote the corresponding quantity with respect to the interfering source. Finally,
let Csi denote the normalized complex amplitude of the i-th multipath arrival associated with the
desired source, i=l,...,L; Csi is the complex amplitude of the i-th multipath arrival divided by Os .
Let Cji be defined similarly with respect to the i-th multipath arrival associated with the interfer
ing source, i=l,...,L.
With these definitions, the asymptotic form of the covariance matrix may be expressed as
TH
R x x = [ A < ! s ) c ‘ : A(9,)c<] R s s [a ^ >cs : A ( 0 )c ,]H + o fl

(2.7)

where R ss is the 2x2 covariance matrix
of
R SS

and Cs and c, are defined as

O
( 2 . 8)

O of

-47[Cs i >

y *

C1 = [Cll , Cj2 > * * *

v

9

(2.9a)

I

(2.9b)

I

Note that due to the normalization of the respective amplitudes, it follows that cs and C1 are each
H

H

of unit length, i. e., c scs = I and c, c, = I.

2.3 Asymptotic Performance of Semi-coherent MVDR MFP
We wish to examine the value of SSemi( r ) when r = rs, Le., the value of the Semi-coherent
MVDR MFP ambiguity surface at the true source location given the asymptotic form of Rxx in
(2.6). To do so we need to compute the smallest eigenvalue of A (G)Rx^A(G) when Q = Qs- In
turn, we need to first determine the inverse of Rxx in (2.7). It is easy to show that the eigenvalue
decomposition of R xx in (2.7) may be expressed as
R xx = E f t i '+ ' O n te ie i1 + O ^ e i e l 1
i=-l
i=3

where

X1,

I=I ,2,

A(Q Ics I A(G)C1

( 2 .1 0 )

nonzero eigenvalues of the rank two matrix
-H
[A(Gs)Cs I A(G )C1 . Thus, the inverse of Rxx may be expressed as

are

the

two

2

R7X

I
i= l

Xi + O^

ejef +

( 2 . 11)

where P* = ^ e je p is the projection operation onto the orthogonal complement of the 2-D subi-3

space spanned by A(G )cs and A(G )c, such that
P 4-A(6
)cs = O
—
*"S

or

cs A" (6—-S )P U (G—6 )cs = O

(2.12)

P i A(G
)c, = O
—I

or

cpAH(G
)PXA(G—I)c, = O
—I

(2.13)

Note that (2.12) implies that O is the smallest eigenvalue of the matrix Ah(G )P^ A(6 ) with cs as
' —S

. -^-S '
H

‘

l

the corresponding eigenvector. Similar comments may be made with respect to A (G )Pi A(0 )
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C1.

We will make use of the former observation shortly.

Assuping the receiver noise 0„ to be small with respect to the strength of the interferer and
the desired source, we may assume that X1 + o„ = Xj, i=l,2, such that

«2 «

Now

(2.14)
i=l aI

ls the pseudo-inverse of Ja (Ss)Cs ; A(Qj)C1J p ss Ja (Qs)Cs ; A(Qj)C1J

which pay

i-1
be expressed as
| _ L eie? = [A(Bs)Cs !A(Q)C1I t Hr - i [A(Qf)Cs j A(Q)c,
irrl X 1
L
J
L

+

(2,15)

where

1/of 0

*-i

0
A(Qs)Cs ; A(Qj)Cl

j

(2.16)

IIc f

J

js the pseudo-inverse of Ja (Qs)Cs : A(Qj)C1 satisfying

A(Qs)Cs ; A(Qj)C1j A(Qs)Cs =

(2.17)

[A(Qs)Cs j A(Q)C1J t A(Q)Ci

(2.18)

We will make use of these relationships shortly.
It follows from the above that
n-1 ~

ItH

A(Q )Cs ; A(Q )C1

R « [ * $ * : A(Qj)^1Jt + -L p l-

(2.19)

We uow wish to determine the smallest eigenvalue of Ah (Qs)R xIA(Qs) given R xx of the form in
(2.19). Substituting wc have

-

AH(0 )Rxx A(0 )

A h (0 ) A (0 )cs ; A(Oi)C1
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-

r

A(Os)Cs : A (O )C1

-A h (0 ) P i A (0 )

A(Os)

( 2 .20)

Assuming the receiver noise a„ to be small with respect to the strength of the interferer and the
desired source, we may approximate the right hand side of (2.20) by -Ar Ah (0 )P^ A(0 ). This
—5
—s
u Ii
is the same as assuming Xi »

for i=l,2, in (2.11) such that l/a „ » I/(Xi + a „) for i=l,2, and

Rxl ~ -Ar P^ . Now, recall that (2.13) implies that 0 is the smallest eigenvalue of the matrix
AH(0 )P^ A(0 ) with cs as the corresponding eigenvector. Thus, for a„ small with respect to the
—S

—■S

strength of the interferer and desired source, cs is approximately equal to that eigenvector of
Ah (0
)R XXA(0
) associated with the smallest eigenvalue. Thus, given the form of Rxx in (2.6),
—S
—-S
it follows that the value of the Semi-coherent MVDR MFP ambiguity surface at the true source
location is
Ssemi(I^s) = l / ^ i n f A ^ R x i A ^ ) }

= ic » A H(0)RxiA (0)csl

(2.21)

=

V-l
I c J1A h (0 ) A(Bs)Cs : A (O )C 1

A(Oc)Cs ;• A(O1)C1

],Hr“ t

A (O )C s + -Ar-CHA H(0 )P ^ A (0 )cs
ap2

Un

--S

—S

which from (2.12) and (2.17) reduces to
SSemi ("is) = Os

(2.22)

Thus, in the case where the noise power is small relative to the strength of the interferer and
desired source, the value of the Semi-coherent MVDR MFP ambiguity surface at the true source
location is equal to

Os

, the sum of the square of the amplitude of each multipath arrival associ

ated with the desired source. Theoretically this is asymptotically true regardless of the strength
of the interferer relative to that of the desired source —the interferer is perfectly canceled at the
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equal to cs.
This theoretical development in the asymptotic case demonstrates the efficacy of Semicoherent MVDR MFP. Again, these results may be generalized for an arbitrary number of
interferers and/or for the case of a multi-rank signal model for the desired source and/or ipterferers. Of course, we require that the total number of arrivals that are not 100% correlated to be
less than the number of sensors comprising the array.

2.4 Incorporating Null Constraints in Semi-coherent M yp R MFP
Although ideally the previous analysis showed that interferers are canceled in the asymp
totic case regardless of how strong each interferer is relative to the desired source, in practice
very strong interfering signal arrivals may mask the presence of the desired source at threshold
SINR. At the sttme time, a very strong interfering signal arrival is easily localised by any of a
number of methods including Semi-coherent MVDR MFP. Let us assume that K very strong
interferers have been approximately localized through some initial processing. Let D1 denote the
NxK matrix composed of the composite steering vectors for each of the K interferers
D1= A(0, )c, ; A ^ 1 )c, ; ••• ; A(0. )c,

(2.23)

where A(0<
o) is composed of the steering vectors for each individual multipath arrival associated
—I
with the i-th interfering source and and c f is composed of the corresponding normalized amplitudes. Given this information, we may explicitly null out each of these K interferers. Alterna
tively, we may subtract out of the overall covariance matrix the contribution o f each of these
interferers corresponding to a "cleaning" mode of operation. The nulling option uses up degrees
of freedom while the cleaning option does not. However, the cleaning option requires an esti. 2
mate of C, , the incoherent sum of powers of the multipath arrivals associated with the i-th
interferer, vyhile the nulling operation does not. The cleaning approach will be discussed in the
next section.

/
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To explicitly nullify the effect of the K interferes, we incorporate the homogeneous system
of constraint equations D"w = 0 into the constrained optimization procedure for constructing the
Semi-coherent MVDR MFP beamformer defined in (2.2). The appropriate constrained optimiza
tion problem may be expressed in compact form as
Minimize Wh(^ ) R xxWCt )

(2.24)

W(f)

[a (0) ; D1j W(Tt) = Sz

subject to:

where the constraint vector Sz is (L+K)xl constructed as the concatenation of 8 with a block of
K zeros, i. e.,
5
Sz

(2.25)

Ok

Similar to the solution to (2.2) the solution to (2.24) is the minimum norm solution to the underdetermined

system

o f equations

| a (0) ; D, j w ("r) = 0

with

the

norm

defined

as

<x , y> = yHRxxx. Ultimately, for a given 8Z, the value of the Semi-coherent MVDR MFP ambi
guity source for a candidate source location I? is computed as

; S2) = S^I [A(e>: D1] V ; [A W iD 1] j

Sz

(2.26)

Let the inverse of the matrix within brackets be partitioned as
-I
AH(0)RxxA(0) Ah(B)R xID 1
D hR xxA(0)

D hR xID 1

M n M 12

L

M21 M22

K

(2.27)

such that M n is the upper 2x2 block of the inverse of | a (0) ; D1 R x* Ja (0) ; D1 . As a consequence of the structure of 8Z in (2.25), it follows that
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6

"{ i

[AW D,]HR-> [a <8) I D1j

I

8.

•

SmM 11S

( 2 . 28 )

Thus, it suffices to compute only the LxL upper block of the inverse in (2.27). Using the matrix
inversion lemma
AC
B D

-I

F-1

- F -1CD-1

(2.29)

-D -1BF-1 D-1BF-1CD-1 +D-1

: '
-i
where F = A - CD B, we obtain the alternative expression
v

Ssem i(7) = Max 8" j Ah(G)R-IA(Q) - A "(6)R ^D ,

subject to:

8H8 = 1

(2.30)

As before, the solution for 8 is that eigenvector of the matrix inverse in brackets associated with
the largest eigenvalue. With 8 equal to this optimum value, SSemi("r) is equal to the largest
eigenvalue of the matrix inverse in brackets. Invoking the previous observation that the largest
eigenvalue of a matrix M is equal to the reciprocal of smallest eigenvalue of MT1, it follows that
^-i
Ssemi(T )

^min !Ah(G)R

A(G) - A (G)R D1[d hr -1 d ,]

-I
Di-RxlA(G) ■•

(2.31)

where D1is defined in (2.23).

2.5 Rernoviiig Interferences Through Cleaning
As indicated previously, incorporating null constraints into the Semi-coherent MVrDR MFP
beamformer construction problem uses up precious degrees of freedom. "Cleaning" may be
used as an alternative procedure for removing the effects of strong interferes that does not use
up degrees of freedom. However, "cleaning" requires more a-pribri knowledge regarding the
interferes as the "cleaned" covariance matrix is computed as
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Cxx — Rxx

2

W

2a z a w x

(i)

)®i

w h

A h ZAw X

^

ZAOAX

(® )

(2.32)

i=l
Thus, we see that for each interferer we require knowledge of o w\ c w and A(Qw) to clean out its
—I

corresponding contribution to the overall covariance matrix. These may be estimated via an ini
tialexecution of Semi-coherent MVDR MFP.
For example, we may initially employ Semi-coherent MVDR MFP to localize strong
sources at the ocean surface, i. e., at zero depth. An ambiguity surface is plotted as a function of
range and azimuthal bearing for the case of zero depth. Strong surface contacts will give rise to
large peaks in the Semi-coherent MVDR MFP ambiguity surface which are easily detected.
From previous analysis it follows that the value of the Semi-coherent MVDR MFP ambiguity
surface at the i-th interferer location is an estimate of the incoherently summed power of the
corresponding interferer, a w\ In addition, the "optimum" beam constraint response vector, 5, is
an estimate of the corresponding vector of normalized complex amplitudes, c w. That is, the
smallest eigenvalue and corresponding eigenvector of A h (Qw)R xxA(Qw) are estimates of o W2
and Cf10, respectively, which may be used in the "cleaning" operation described by (2.32).
Once "cleaning" is performed, we use Cxx in place of Rxx in (2.6) and rerun Semi-coherent
MVDR MFP. Again, this is primarily useful in removing the effects of a few strong interferes
to free up degrees of freedom for Semi-coherent MVDR MFP to use in automatically canceling
other interferes.

2.6 Sensitivity Considerations - Incorporation of Derivative Constraints in
Semi-coherent MVDR MFP
In Semi-coherent MVDR MFP each source location"?on the search grid is essentially
characterized by the corresponding set of multipath arrival directions, Q. The algorithm adap
tively determines the proper linear combining coefficients to effectively "match" the complex
signal vector corresponding to the given source location. In the case of a simple iso-velocity
ocean, for a given acoustic frequency and set of sensor locations, the steering vector for each ray
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These are determined through ray tracing. If due to errors in modeling the assumed ray angles
for a given source location differ significantly from the actual ray angles, the mismatch could
lead to a substantial loss in performance due to the high-resolution nature of MVDR processing.
A common means of lessening this sensitivity in the conventional Minimum Variance
(MV) beamformer is to constrain the derivative of the associated array pattern to be zero in the
desired look direction. Let w denote the MV beamforming weight vector. In addition to a unity
gain constraint, wHa(0o) = I, we further constrain the derivative of the magnitude of the array
H '

pattern, Iw a(90)l , to be zero at 0 = G0. Mathematically,

— {a” (0)wwHa(0)}
d0o

I = 2{aH(0o)wwHa(0o)}-1^ R e]aH(0o)wwHa'(0o) t = 0
e = e„
: (2.33)

A
I
where a'(0o) = ——a(0)
. (2.33) implies w a'(0o) = O, i. e., the zero derivative constraint
Q0
e = 6„
may be equivalently imposed as an orthogonality constraint between the weight vector w and the
derivative of the array manifold vector evaluated at the look direction 0O.
Thus, in the case of a simple iso-velocity ocean the sensitivity of Semi-coherent MVDR
MFP to mismatch between the true and assumed multipath arrival angles fo ra given source loca
tion may be abated by incorporating a null constraint for each multipath signal, i. e., via the
incorporation of the homogeneous system of constraint equations A,H(0)w(r? ) = O into the con
strained optimization procedure for constructing the Semi-coherent MVDR MFP beamformer
defined in (2.2). Here A f(Q) is defined as A'(0) = [a '(0 j); a '(0 2 ); • • • ; a'(0L)], where a'(0;) is
the derivative of the steering vector for the i-th multipath arrival associated with the source loca
tion "r. Drawing on the results in Section 2.4 regarding the inclusion of null constraints in Semicoherent MVDR MFP, we may deduce that these additional null constraints may be incorporated
by concatenating D1and A'(0). For the case of no interference null constraints, We have
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Minimize E{ |w H("r)x(n)|2 } = w H(‘?)R xxw ('r)
Mt)
subject to:

(2.34)

AH(0)w("r) = 8

A'h(0)w("t ) = 0
Ultimately, the value of the Semi-coherent MVDR MFP ambiguity surface for a given source
location is computed as

-I
Ssemi( 1 )

XminU H(0)RClA(0)

Ah(O)RxxA'(0) [a ' h (0)RX1 A'(0)

A '11(Q)Rxx A (0)

(2.35)
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3.

Comparison of Semi-cohereiit MVDR MFP With

Full-coherent MVDR MFP and "Incoherent" MVDR MFP

3.1 Full-coherent MVDR Matched Field Processing
In Semi-coherent MVDR MFP, we only assume knowledge of the "conical arrival angle and
corresponding steering vector for each ray path between a candidate source Ideation arid the
array. As discussed previously, with extensive modeling it is theoretically possible to determine
the relative amplitudes and phases amongst the different paths as well. In Full-coherent MVDR
Matched Field Processing, we assume such complete knowledge. That is, for a given source
IocationVon the search grid we assume knowledge of the corresponding multipath steering vec
tors comprising A(0) and the corresponding normalized amplitudes and phases comprising cs.
In the case where the multipath arrivals corresponding to a given Source location are assumed to
be 100% correlated, the Full-coherent MVDR MFP beamformer for a candidate search location
Vis the solution to a single constraint MVDR problem formulated as
Minimize E{ I w”(V)x(n)| 2 } = wH(V)R xxw (V)

(3.1)

w (r')

subject to:

wH/-»\
(r )

A(O)Cs
I
^C s Ah(O)A(O)Cs

Similar to the solution to (2.2) the solution to (3.1) is the minimum norm Solution to the con
straint equation with the norm defined as <x , y> = yHRxxx. Thesdlution is simply

w(V ):

^C hAm(O)A(O)Cs
R xIA(O)C

(3.2)

^ cs a ” (O)FxxA(O)Cs
Substituting (3.2) into (3.1), we obtain, after some algebraic manipulation, the following expres
sion for computing the value of the Full-coherent MVDR MFP ambiguity surface

-57C1siAh(G)A(Q)Cs
Sfuii( ) ——H—H-------i— -----Cs A (8)R*jjA(0)cs

(3.3)

We now compare the performance of Full-coherent MVDR MFP with that of Semi-coherent
MVDR MFP in the case of a single source with spatially white receiver generated noise and no
interferes. We want to compare the output power of each method at the true source location.

3.2 Asymptotic Covariance Matrix Model
In comparing Full-coherent MVDR MFP with Semi-coherent MVDR MFP, we will use the
following form for the asymptotic covariance matrix:
Rxx = ^ A (G— )C
sCs
hA h (G ) + 0*1
O
—O

(3.4)

where the various quantities are as defined previously with respect to the desired source. In our
analysis we will also need to use R xx and R xx. A development similar to that which lead from
(2.7) to (2.19) leads to
r ;I=

1

o? {cs A (G)A(G )Cs ) 2
—O

—O

A(G
) + Ac r2 V l
- s '
Ks )cscshAh (G
un

(3.5)

where P i is the projection operator onto the orthogonal complement of the I-D space spanned
^yA(Gs)Cs Suchthat
P i A(G)Cs =O

or

Cs Aw(G)Pi A(G)Cs =O

(3.6)

Squaring the expression in (3.5), we obtain, after some algebraic manipulation involving the
exploitation of the result in (3.6), the following expression for R xx:
I

-A(G)CsCshAH( a ) + J - P i

{cs A > )A(G )cs }:
—

— a

(3.7)
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3.3 Comparison of Full-coherent and Semi-colierent MVDR MFP Output
SNR’s
Consider the asymptotic form of the covariance matrix in (3.4). For any weight vector
applied to the data, the beamformer output power is

^ h(V)RxxW(V) = o fWh(V)A(Q
te c sAH(G
)tf(V) +.diwH(T)W(T)'
—S '
—S

(3.8)

where we have substituted R xx in (3.4). The first term on the RHS is the output signal power
while the second term is the output noise power. Hence, the output SNR achieved with d partic
ular beamforming weight vector w(V) is given by
0 2 Wh(V)A(Q s)CsChA"(Os)W(V)

SNR0

(3.9)
Cfn

Wh(V)W(V)

Alternatively, we may find it useful to express the output SNR as

SNR0

Wh(V )R xxW(V) - CnW11(V)W(V)

Wh(V )R xxW(V)

Wh(V )R xxW(V)

o„wH(V)w(V)

O0Wh(V)W(V)

O^Wh(V)W(V)

(3.10)
where we have assumed the SNR is high enough to ignore the I in arriving at the final expres
sion on the far RHS of (3.10). Let us now compare the output SNR achieved with Full-coherent
MVDR MFP with that of Semi-coherent MVDR MFP with V=VFor Full-coherent MVDR MFP, w(Vs ) is given by (3.2) with 0 = Qs and c = cs. Substitut
ing (3.2) into (3.10) with these substitutions yields, after some algebraic manipulation,

SNRpull

c” A” (0
)R XXA(Qc)cs
--S
O^chA h(Q)R
xxA(03cs
—S

(3.11)

Substituting the expressions for R xx and R xx in (3.5) and (3.7), respectively, we obtain, after
digehfaic manipulation involving the exploitation of the result in (3.6),
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SNRfu11 = - ^ - c " Ah(6 )A(0 )cs
On
.

(3.12)

We now compute the same quantity for Semi-coherent MVDR MFP.
For Semi-coherent MVDR MFP, W^rs ) is given by (2.3) with 0 = 0 and 8 = cs. We are
— —S
deferring to the argument below (20) from which we may deduce that for o„ small with respect
to the strength of the desired source, Cs is approximately equal to that eigenvector of
[Ah (0
)Rxi A(0
)]_1 associated with the largest eigenvalue equal to a s . (Actually what we
—S
——S
showed there is that cs is approximately equal to that eigenvector of A h (Os)R xxA(Os) associated
with the smallest eigenvalue equal to l/o s .) Substituting (2.3) into (3.10) with these substitu
tions yields, after some algebraic manipulation,
,
S N R s emI =

r

O 2n

Cs [Ah(O)Rxi A (O )F 1Cs
H

H— --------- i------------------i

H— --------- 0

------------ H-------------- i---------------- T ~—

Cs [A (O)RxiA(Os)]"1A (0 )R -2 A(Os)IA (Os)RxxA(O5 ) F 1Cs

1X

( 3 .1 3 )

cs [Ah(Os)RxiA(O5) F 1Cs

~

Cs Ah(O0)R xx2A(O)C
s
—
= J __ I___________I
o l O2

Cs A11(O8)RxiA(Os)Cs

where we have invoked the fact that under the aforementioned conditions Cs is equal to that
eigenvector of [An (0
)RxiA(0
)J_1 associated with the largest eigenvalue equal to O2. Substi—S
—S
tuting the expression for Rxx m (3-7) we obtain, after algebraic manipulation involving the
exploitation of the result in (3.6),
G2
SNRsemi = 4 - Cs Ah(O)A(O)Cs

'
'
(3.14)

which is identical to the result in (3.12). Thus, if the optimum beam response vector 8 is equal
to the vector of normalized complex amplitudes Cs, we find that the output SNR achieved with
Semi-coherent MVDR MFP at the true source location is identical to that achieved with Full-
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The fact that Semi-coherent MVDR MFP yielded the same output SMR at the true source
location as that achieved with Full-coherent MVDR MFP hinged on the optimum beam response
vector 8 being equal to the vector of normalized complex amplitudes cs. We only proved this to
be the case when the receiver noise o„ is small with respect to the strength of the desired source.
In general, 8 will only be approximately equal to cs at best. This is the reason we refer to tbe
method as "Semi-coherent" in contrast to Full-coherent. We are currently assessing how much
SNR is required to achieve 8 equal to cs. This is discussed as part of recommended future Work
in Section 4.

3.4

Incoherent" MVDR Matched Field Processing Method of KraHR et al
Krolik et al [1] also take a multi-rank signal approach to the source loealization problem

computing a multiply-constrained MVDR beamforming weight vector for each source location
on the search grid. In fact, the only difference between "Incoherent" MVDR MFP proposed by
Krolik et al and Semi-coherent MVDR MFP proposed here is that in computing the MVDR
weight vector according to (2.3), Krolik et al set the beam response constraint vector, 8 equal to
a vector composed of all ones denoted I. That is, in "Incoherent" MVDR MFP the multiplyconstrained MVDR weight vector for a source location?on the search grid is computed as
w ( ? ) = R x] A(Q)

(3.15)

In contrast, recall that in Semi-coherent MVDR MFP 8 is computed as that set of beam con
straint values which maximizes the MVDR beamformer output power, the "largest" eigenvector
of [Ah(Q)RxxA(Q)]- 1. Ultimately, the value of the "Incoherent" MVDR NffP ambiguity surface
at each grid point may be computed as
Sinc0h( ? ) = T [A h(Q)Rx1A(Q)]-1 I

(3.16)

It should be noted that "Incoherent" MVDR MFP was made aware to us after the develop
ment of Semi-coherent MVDR MFP. The development of "Incoherent" MVDR MFP was an
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important contribution and has had an impact on the development and testing of Semi-coherent
MVDR MFP. Insights provided by Krolik et. al. fl] in the development of "Incoherent" MVDR
MFP helped to refine Semi-coherent MVDR MFP to achieved improved performance. Particu
larly noteworthy is the idea of dividing by the norm of the corresponding MVDR weight vector
at each grid point in generating the ambiguity surface so as to normalize the beamformer output
noise power [I]. That is, Krolik et al recommend that rather than compute Slncoh(rT) according
to (3.16), we compute it as

1T[A" (Q)R-IA(G)F11
SlncohO?) = - ---- - F - ---- ---------w (?)w(r)

(3.17)

1T[AH(G)Rxx A(G)]"11

'

1T[Ah(G)R-1A(G)]-1A” (G)R-2 A(G)[Ah(G)R-1A(G)F11

where we have substituted the expression for w (? ) in (3.15).
If we derive an expression for the output SNR achieved with "Incoherent" MVDR MFP
with r>= r^ given the asymptotic form of Rxx in (3.4), we find that the expression does not sim
plify very much so that it is difficult to compare the result with the corresponding result obtained
with either Full-coherent MVDR MFP or Semi-coherent MVDR MFP. Suffice to say that the
performance of "Incoherent" MVDR MFP can vary substantially depending on the relative
amplitudes and phases amongst the multipath arrivals, i. e., depending on the components of cs,
as demonstrated in the simulations in Section I and explicitly discussed in Section 1.5.4.

3.5 Summary of Three Versions of MVDR MFP Employed in Simulation
Study
Based on Krolik et al’s recommendation, in generating the Semi-coherent MVDR MFP
ambiguity surfaces presented in Section I we divided the expression for SSemi(7 ) in (2.6) by the
square of the norm of the corresponding MVDR weight vector in (2.3). Exploiting the fact that 8
is an eigenvector of [Ah(G)RxIA(G)F1 associated with the largest eigenvalue or, equivalently, 8
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an

eigenvector

of

Ah(G)RxjJA(9)

associated

with

the

smallest

eigenvalue

Xmin (A h(G)RxI A(G)}, d follows that the normalized functional form for SsemiC?) may be
expressed as
XminI Ah(G)R^x1A(G))
(3.18)

Aside from normalizing the noise power at the beamformer output for each grid point, simula
tions reveal that dividing by the square of the norm of the corresponding MVDR weight vector
at each grid point has other advantageous effects. For example, it has the effect of making the
ambiguity surface more flat in regions where there are no sources. In addition, it has the effect
of making the peak associated with a particular source "sharper" or less broad. We are currently
working on explaining these effects analytically.
In summary, the respective functional forms of the Full-coherent, "Incoherent", and Semicoherent versions of MVDR MFP employed in the simulations presented in Section I are listed
below.
ChAh(G)A(G)Cs
(3.19)

1T[Ah(G)RxxA(G)]-11
Slncoh(r) =

(3.20)
1T[AH(G)RX1 A(G)F1Ah(G)R xxA(G)[ Ah(G)RxxA(G)F11

Xmin (A h(G)Rx1A(G))
(3.21)

where 8 is smallest eigenvector of Ah(G)RxxA(G)
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3.6 A New Version of Semi-coherent MVDR MFP
Examining the expression for Sscmi( ? ) in (3.21) above, if A(0) is ill-conditioned for a given
? the Value of Xmin{Ah(G)RxxA(G)}, and hence the value of Ssemi ( ? ) , may be small even if there
is a source a t ? Recall that in Section 1.6.5 it was observed that the 11 multipath arrival angles
corresponding to the true source location in the horizontal array case were very closely-spaced
so that the corresponding A(G) was badly ill-conditioned. At the same time, it was observed in
Section 1 4 that the corresponding performance of Semi-coherent in the horizontal array case
MVDR MFP was significantly less than that of Full-coherent MVDR MFP. This indicates that
when A(G) is ill-conditioned, the performance of Semi-coherent MVDR MFP may suffer
significantly while the corresponding performance of Full-coherent MVDR MFP is relatively
unaffected. We are thus motivated to develop an alternative version of Semi-coherent MVDR
MFP to achieve better performance in the horizontal array case.
Consider the sequence of manipulations in (3.13) where we computed the output SNR of
Semi-coherent MVDR MFP when ? = ? s, w h e re ? is the location of an actual source, and the
receiver noise is small relative to the strength of the desired source. Motivated by the middle
expression in (3.13), we are currently assessing an alternative version of Semi-coherent MVDR
MFP where the value of the ambiguity surface at a grid location?is computed as
8H[AH(0 )R xxA(0 )]-18
Sscmi(?) = Maximum

— S

—-o

(3.22)

8 ' A (Gs)R^A (G s)S

This is in the form of a Rayleigh quotient. The solution is to take 6 as the generalized eigenvec
tor of the matrix pencil {[Ah(0 )R xxA(0 )] 1 , AH(0 )R XXA(0 )} associated with the largest generalized eigenvalue, denoted Xmax{[Ah(0 )R x|A (0 )]_1 , AH(0 )R xxA(0 )}. In this case, the
— S

—S

—5

—iS

value of the Semi-coherent MVDR MFP ambiguity surface is simply
Ssem
i(?) = X
max{[AH
(0 )RX
^A(G I]'1 ,
— -O

—O

Ah(G )R xx2A(G ))
—O

—O

(3.23)
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(T?} in

(3.22) when"r="is, 0 = Os, and 8 = cs is given by
SsemiCrs ) = Os6 CshAh(G)A(O)C s
—-S

—S

(3.24)

In arriving at this expression, we have used the asymptotic form of R*f in (3.7) and the previ
ously proved fact that when the receiver noise is small compared to the strength of the interfer?r
cs is equal to that eigenvector of [Ah (Os)R xxA(Os)]-1 associated with th<e largest eigenvalue
equal to a s . The dependence on o s rather than Os in (3.24) seems counter-intuitive but we
should point out the value of Ssemi (Fs )

(3.24) cannot be associated with the output power of

an MVDR beamformer. Thus, we are currently investigating analytical means for comparing the
performance of this new version of Semi-coherent MVDR MFP with that of Full-coherent
MVDR MFP. Initial simulations indicate an improved performance in the horizontal array test
scenario relative to that achieved with the original version of Semi-coherent MVDR MFP
described by (3.21).
Observing the expression for Ssemi (7 ), we see the mini-max principle at work once again.
When 8 = Cs, the numerator Sh[Ah(Os)R xxA(Os)]-1S is at its largest value while the denominator
ShAh(O )R ^A (O s)S is at ^ts smallest value. The ratio is then large giving rise to a high peak at
the location of a source. Again, we are currently conducting simulations to compare the perfor
mance of this new version of Semi-coherent MVDR MFP with that of Full-coherent MVDR
MFP and that of the "old" version of Semi-coherent MVDR MFP as well.
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4. RecommendationsforFutureWork
4.1 Adaptation of Semi-coherent MVDR MFP for Normal Mode Propagation
Model
The initial development and simulation analysis worked with an iso-velocity ocean. A
recommended goal for future research is to adapt Semi-coherent MVDR MFP for the normal
mode propagation model and to evaluate its performance against sea data. To bridge the gap
between development and simulation analysis based on an iso-velocity ocean and the same
based on a normal mode propagation model, we propose, as an intermediate step, initially
proceeding with a bilinear approximation to the sound velocity profile [2,3]. In this develop
ment, we will assume curved wavefront steering vectors for each eigenray path [4,5]. The
parameters characterizing each eigenray path between a candidate source location and the array
will be determined in accordance with formulae provided by Rendas and Moura in [2,3], We
will investigate the sensitivity of Semi-coherent MVDR MFP to mismatch between the assumed
and actual sound velocity profile and to errors in the assumed sensor locations. We elaborate on
this point.
With an iso-velocity profile, only reflected ray paths exist between the source and the array
and, for a specific acoustic frequency and set of sensor locations, the steering vector for each ray
path depends solely on the ray angle at some reference point in the array. In simulations con
ducted for the first year effort, mismatch was caused by an error in the assumed ocean depth
which lead to dramatic errors in the relative phases of the multipath signal arrivals. In contrast,
with a bilinear velocity profile, refracted as well as reflected ray paths exist between the source
and the array and the steering vector for each ray path depends on the sound velocity profile as
well as the ray angle at some point in the array. In addition to mismatch with respect to bottom
bounce ray paths due to error in the assumed ocean depth, we will analyze the sensitivity of
Semi-coherent MVDR MFP to error in the assumed sound velocity profile and errors in the
assumed sensor locations. Depending on the extent of sensitivity to mismatch to these parame
ters, we will investigate/develop measures to reduce the sensitivity.
The adaptation of Semi-coherent MVDR MFP for the case of bilinear sound velocity
profile would proceed as follows. For a candidate source location, the ray angle at the center
element Of the array for each possible eigenray path is determined via formulae provided by
Rendas and Moura in [2,3] (based on acoustic ray tracing). For each eigenray path, the
corresponding curved wavefront steering vector is constructed from knowledge of the the ray
angle at the center element via the prescription provided by J. Tran and W. Hodgkiss in [4,5].
Semi-coherent MVDR MFP then adaptively determines the coefficients for linearly combining
the curved wavefront steering vectors, one for each eigenray path, to effectively "match" the
complex signal vector corresponding to the given source location. An ambiguity surface is gen
erated in the usual manner. Through extensive simulations, we will investigate the sensitivity of
Semi-coherent MVDR MFP to mismatch between the assumed and actual sound velocity profile
and to errors in the assumed sensor locations.

After gaining insight and experience through the bilinear approximation of the sound velo
city profile; wb will develop an adaptation of Semi-coherent MVDR MFP for use in conjunction
With a modal representation of the acoustic field. The complex pressure at a given element of
the array will be determined via the solution to the wave equation as a sum of normal modes in
the usual manner [5,13]. The vector of array element outputs for a given source location Will be
represented las a linear combination of steering vectors corresponding to the normal modes.
These normal mode steering vectors take on the role of the curved wavefront steering vectors
employed in the case of a bilinear sound velocity profile. Gbx et. al. [13] provide a means for
estimating the number of modes required to represent the sound field corresponding to a given
source location. Cox et. al. argue that the number of required modes is equal to the maximum
number of degrees of freedom a non-bottom-interacting (NBI) propagating signal can have in
the channel.

4.2 Further Development of NarPowbahd Seihi-cbhereht MVDR MFP
Semi-coherent MVDR MFP was developed as a mini-max approach to the source
detection/localization problem. For a candidate source location, the conical arrival angle for
each possible multipath signal is determined through ray tracing. A weight vector is then con
structed to minimize the average powei of the corresponding beamformer output under a constraint on the gain and phase response in each multipath arrival direction. The gain and phase
response pairs, one for each multipath arrival direction, are jointly determined so as to maximize
the average power of the beamformer output. Let L denote the number of multipath arrivals
corresponding to a given source location. The Lxl vector containing the gain and phase
response for each multipath arrival direction is determined as the generalized eigenvector of an
LxL matrix pencil associated with the largest eigenvalue. Ultimately, with regard to implementa
tion, the value of the Semi-coherent MVDR MFP ambiguity surface for a given source location
is computed as the largest generalized eigenvalue of an LxL matrix pencil. Aside from this cal
culation for each candidate source location on a grid, the only other major computations are the
one-time calculation of the inverse of the sample covariance matrix and its square.

4.2.1 !Performance of Seml- coherent MVDR MFP with Inteirfefehce: Simnla^
tion Assessment
In the simulations presented in both the Evaluatibn Summary and the Final Techrocal
Repbit, the scenario involved a single source immersed in noise. We have analytically studied
the effect of interferes, i. e., additional sources, on the performance of Semi-coherent MVDR
MFP. If the source and the interferers are mutually uncOrrelatOd and the receiver noise is small
relative to the various interferer strengths, we have shown -that in the asymptotic case the peak Of
the Semi-coherent MVDR MFP ambiguity surface at the true source location is the same as that
obtained in the case of no interference, i. e., the interferers are perfectly canceled. Note that
ideally this is the case regardless of the strength of the interferers relative to the source. To
assess the performance of Semi-coherent MVDR MFP under non-asymptotic conditions, we pro
posed to conduct simulations involving a number of strong interferences in addition to the
'
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-67desired source and noise. We will initially use the same basic array, source, and ocean parame
ters employed in the simulations presented in the Evaluation Summary/Final Technical Report.
We will compare the performance of each of the three versions of MVDR MFP examined in the
Evaluation Summary/Final TR, Full-coherent, Semi-coherent, and "Incoherent," in various
interference environments, i. e., for various combinations of number, strengths, and locations of
interferes.

4.2.2 Implementation Issues
As indicated previously, the value of the Semi-coherent MVDR MFP ambiguity surface for
each source location on a user specified grid is computed as the largest generalized eigenvalue of
an LxL matrix pencil, where L is the number of multipath signal arrivals corresponding to the
source location. To ease the computational load, we propose to investigate various "fast" pro
cedures for computing the largest generalized eigenvalue of a matrix pencil such as the power
method, for example. To further ease the computational load of either plotting or searching the
Semi-coherent MVDR MFP ambiguity surface, we propose to investigate recently developed
Multilinear Array Manifold Interpolation Schemes proposed by Schmidt [6]. The work of
Schmidt is particularly relevant since it deals with interpolating between grid values of a spatial
spectrum where the signal vector for a given source location is a linear combination of indivi
dual steering vectors. In Schmidt’s work, the individual steering vectors are associated with dif
ferent polarizations. In our case, the individual steering vectors are associated with different
multipath signal arrivals. In addition to substantially reducing the computational load, the use of
Multilinear Array Manifold Interpolation Schemes will substantially reduce the space required to
store the individual steering vectors, or normal mode vectors, since it allows us to work with a
smaller number of grid points without losing detail.
We also plan to investigate alternative implementations of Semi-coherent MVDR MFP that
work directly with the data matrix rather than the covariance matrix. The condition number of
the covariance matrix is the square of that of the data matrix. A large dynamic range amongst
the relative strengths of the source and interferes gives rise to a high condition number which
may lead to numerical instabilities if one works with the covariance matrix. As a starting point,
we will take an approach similar to that taken by Schreiber [9] in modifying the standard pro
cedure for constructing the MVDR weight vector to work with the data matrix rather than the
covariance matrix. It should be pointed out, though, that Schreiber only dealt with the Case of a
single constraint In contrast, Semi-coherent MVDR MFP implicitly requires the computation of
a multiply-constrained MVDR weight vector at every grid point in generating the ambiguity sur
face.-’;
Other considerations with respect to implementation have to deal with complications
encountered in the implementation of either Semi-coherent MVDR MFP or "Incoherent" MVDR
MFP in the test scenario involving a horizontal array. For every source location on the grid
employed, the matrix composed of the corresponding steering vectors, one for each multipath
signal arrival, was ill-conditioned. The effective rank of the steering matrix varied from location
to location on the grid. In this particular scenario, the ill-conditioning was due to the shallow
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depth of the horizontal array. In a more realistic underwater setting, the steering matrix is. com
posed of vectors corresponding to different normal modes. Again, an issue may arise with
regard to the determination of the effective number of normal modes. Rather than compute an
SVD of the steering matrix for each source location to determine its effective rank and to
approximate it by the SVD truncated accordingly, we propose to investigate modifications of the
aforementioned schemes for computing the largest eigenvalue of a matrix pencil to deal with the
case where the two constituent matrices are ill-conditioned. As a starting point along these lines,
we will investigate the rank revealing URV decomposition [7].

4.2.3 Incorporating Array Element Location Uncertainty
Up to the present time, we have assumed perfect knowledge of the individual steering vec
tors for each multipath arrival. Given perfect knowledge of the positions of the sensor compris
ing the array, the steering vector for a given arrival direction does not change very much with
small changes in the ocean parameters. However, the picture can change dramatically if the
assumed sensor positions are in error. The attendant phase errors can have a severe pejorative
effect on the performance of any of the MVDR based versions of MFP. Depending on the size
of such errors, the source may be treated as an interferer and the algorithm will work to cancel it.
Of course, the problem can be remedied by continually updating the positions of the sen
sors. Currently, it is proposed that the sensor positions be updated every ten minutes. It is still
possible that there may be significant perturbations in the nominal sensor positions between
updates. A popular means of reducing the pejorative effect of residual phase errors due to array
element location uncertainty as well as system phase instabilities and/or source motion is "prom
inent point processing." However, the use of "prominent point processing" requires an
identifiable, isolated, strong point-like source in the region of coverage.
We propose to examine through analysis and simulation the sensitivity of Semi-coherent
MVDR MFP to phase errors due to array element location uncertainty. We also propose to
investigate self-cohering schemes similar to the "shear averaging" algorithm [9,1OJ for coun
teracting the pejorative effect of elemental phase errors. "Shear averaging" does not require a
strong point source in the field of coverage and is analogous to wavefront sensing by shearing
interferometry, Alternatively, "shear averaging" may be thought of as an extension of the
^uiier-Puffington method of maximizing
sharpness.

image

4.3

Extension of Seroucoherent ^V D R W P

Algorithm development thus far has been based on a narrowband signal model. Another
primary goal of the second year effort is to develop a wideband extension of Semi-coherent
MVDR MFP. A number of researchers have demonstrated that breaking up the entire acoustic
frequency band of interest into narrow bands and processing each band individually is a very
sub-optimal approach. A number of alternative approaches to the wideband direction finding
problem have been proposed in recent years. We propose to investigate the Radon Transform
based approach of Nawab, Dowla, and Lacoss [I I] of MIT Lincoln Laboratories as a means of
developing a wideband extension of Semi-coherent MVDR MFP. A brief explanation of the
’
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-69efficacy of this approach is provided below.
We will initially consider the case of a linear array. In the wideband case, the correlation
function for a linear array is 2-D, i. e., it is a function of a temporal lag value as well as a spatial
lag value. Consider the idealized case of an infinite aperture and an infinite number of time data
samples. Tfie 2-D Fourier Transform of the 2-D correlation function is a 2-D spatial spectrum
which is a function of a spatial frequency variable, i. e., the arrival angle, and a temporal fre
quency variable. The I -D function of temporal frequency obtained by fixing the angle argument
of the 2-D spatial spectrum is ideally the temporal frequency spectrum of a signal arriving at that
angle. Now, consider the I-D function of spatial lag obtained by setting the temporal lag equal
to zero in the 2-D correlation function. Radon Transform theory [12] dictates that the I-D
Fourier Transform of this I-D "slice" of the 2-D autocorrelation function gives us an integral
projection of the 2-D Spatial Spectrum which is only a function of the angular variable. For
every angle, the value of this projection is the total area under the temporal frequency spectrum
of a signal arriving at that angle. That is, the value o f the I-D projected spectrum fo r every angle
is ideally the total power o f any signal arriving at that angle. By total power, we mean that
including the entire frequency content of the signal and not just that in a small band as would be
the case in narrowband processing!!
O f course, in reality we have a finite length array aperture and a finite number of data
snapshots leading to windowing effects, i. e., sidelobe leakage and point spread phenomena.
Notwithstanding, the Radon Transform based wideband approach has been used successfully to
track a low altitude aircraft employing a microphone array. We thus feel that this approach
holds promise for developing a wideband extension of Semi-coherent MVDR MFP.

<
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4.4 List of Recommended Goals for Future Research
The recommended goals for future research are delineated below.
I

adapt Semi-coherent MVDR MFP for normal mode propagation model ahd assess perfor
mance through simulation
•

initially proceed with bilinear approximation to sound velocity prbfile and curved
wavefront steering vectors for each eigenray path

•

assess through simulation sensitivity of Semi-coherent MVDR MFP to error in sound
velocity profile and errors in assumed sensor locations

I

evaluate performance of Semi-coherent MVDR MFP against sfea data

I

further development of narrowbarid Semi-coherent MVDR MFP:

*

•

assess through simulation performance of Semi-coherent MVDR MFP with multiple
strong interferers aid correlate results With theoretical performance

•

quantify the extra SNR required to estimate the mismatch parameters such as the rela
tive amplitudes arid pht&es amongst the-itiuitipath arrivals iri isb-velocity Ocerin

I

ihvestigaie/develdp "fast" procedure for largest generalized eigenvalue computation
involved in determining value of Semi-cohererit MVDR MFP ambiguity surface at
each grid point

I

investigate recently developed multilinear array manifold interpolation schemes pro
posed by Schmidt to ease computational load ahd reduce storage requirements
irivolved in plottihg/searching Serni-coherent MVDR MFP ambiguity surface

I

develop alternative implementations of Semi-cohererit MVDli MFP that work directly
with data matrix rather than covariance matrix to avoid possible numerical instabilities
with large dynamic range amongst relative strengths of kmrce and interferers

•

investigate self-cohering schemes such as "shear averaging" for counteracting the
naL errors due to element location uncertainty, system phase
pejorative effect of phase
instabilities, arid/or source rribtion

develop broadband extension Of Semi-cohererit MVDR MFP:
•

initially proceed based on wideband direction finding procedure of Nawab et. al. for
estimating acoustic bearings of low altitude aircraft using a microphone array
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